INTRODUCTION
Reconfigurable Precision Assembly Systems have been highlighted as one of the visionary manufacturing challenges for 2020 (Bollinger, 1998) . Although there are initiatives being undertaken that aim to develop hardware for the concept (Mehrabi, 2002; Koren, 1999; Monfared, 1997; Heilala, 2001; Chen, 2001) there are no schemes that aim to develop methods and tools to disseminate the research to industry.
Requirements specification is the key activity in filling this gap as it forms the fust stage of the assembly system design process (Bray, 2002) . The user defines a set of user requirements and these are converted into system requirements by the system integrator.
The role of requirements engineering is to provide an abstract solution for a design problem. Moreover "a good set of requirements defines precisely what is wanted, but simultaneously leaves the maximum space for creative design. (Stevens, 1995) These requirements have to reflect the customer's expectations of the system.
The interaction between the machine and its environment is the key aspect to consider here and all system properties must be defmed using these terms. One method of having concrete requirements to work from is to develop formal models, tools and techniques (Jackson, 1995) .
Although there are many commercial tools (International Council on Systems Engineering, 2004; easyweb, 2004 ) that perform requirements engineering functions, these are mainly tailored to suit software engineering aspects. They chart user requirements declared in natural language and system requirements are defined with reference to these. The tools facilitate functions such as traceability analysis, charting history of requirements and consistency and quality checking, but no knowledge intensive activities are performed.
Knowledge engineering is a key aspect for organisations in the 2 1 st century as the increase in movement of employees between jobs means that knowledge carried by those employees also moves (McCampball, 1999; Bender, 1998) . It is in the organisations interest to harness this knowledge within formalised structures where it can be applied to perform some tasks carried out by the workers (Robertson, 2000) . For requirements specification this means the semi-automated derivation of system requirements from a set of user requirements.
This paper reports on a research initiative that aims to use assembly system design knowledge to gather user requirements, analyse these requirements and then define system requirements based on these user requirements. This has been implemented through a web-based environment. An overview of the research framework is presented with an outline of the requirements engineering process and the knowledge involved. A case study is included to demonstrate the results.
KNOWLEDGE ONTOLOGY FOR REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING OF RECONFIGURABLE PRECISION ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
The two areas we are concerned with in this research are those of user requirements specification and system requirements specification, where the user requirements specification consists of a set of business requirements, product definition, part definition, part liaison and other constraints. The system requirements specification comprises the description of assembly tasks and requirements for the specification of assembly modules. The two sets of requirements are owned by two different stakeholders where the user requirements specification is owned by the system user and the system requirements specification is owned by the system integrator. Each is underpinned by the respective stakeholder's knowledge. This knowledge is consolidated by a common knowledge model based on assembly system capabilities.
The assembly system capability model will not be explained further in this article as it has been explored in depth in Hirani (2002) . An overview of the ontology is illustrated in Figure 1 . The requirements engineering process and a representation of the knowledge are presented separately in this paper to maintain clarity of the boundaries between the knowledge base and the class structure. 
REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING PROCESS
Requirements e ngineering for R econfigurable P recision A ssembly Systems b egins with the elicitation of user requirements. This entails the specification of business requirements, such as budget, production volumes, delivery timescales, maintenance and training agreements, etc together with a definition of the product(s) to be assembled with their part properties. A user requirements document is created and sent to the systems integrator, who uses the information to derive a set of task specifications for the finished system to perform. Each task represents the addition of a part to the assembly with handling, feeding and operational properties. These tasks must adhere to the business requirements of the project so they have to be within the universal constraints. All the information derived here is collated to form the system requirements document, which then has to be approved by the system user before any further work is done on the system design. Each item in the system requirements document must be traceable to the user requirement(s) from which it was originally derived. These are properties as illustrated in Figure 2 .
For example the Control Architecture is derived from Legacy Systems, Production Volume, Future Modifications, Total Output and System Lifespan user requirements, whereas Packaging is solely dependent on the Product Delivery required. The knowledge model that underpins the decision making is explored next. 
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
The knowledge that is needed for requirements engineering for Reconfigurable Precision Assembly System is explored from two viewpoints. The system user's knowledge comprises the knowledge the user has of the business requirements, the products and parts being assembled and the type of liaison that exist between the various parts whilst the system integrator's knowledge includes cost knowledge and technical knowledge on control archtectures, material transfer methods and assembly and test operations (see Figure 3) .
Knowledge is contained within a database structure at tow levels of abstraction so that it can be easily stored, retrieved and edited as new knowledge is created. Domain knowledge is static knowledge about system properties whereas task knowledge defines the activities that need to be performed by each stakeholder. The link between the domain and task knowledge is facilitated by inference knowledge. This layer describes how domain knowledge should be manipulated for each task and is made up of a series of if then commands for each task. An example of an inference rule is presented in Figure 4 . The various forms of knowledge are used to define the type of assembly system required and this information is later used to select physical assembly modules that comply with the requirements for assembly of the product. This has been implemented through a web-based decision making environment ( Figure 5) .
The environment interfaces with the web through a server, which is behind a firewall for security reasons. The server exchanges messages and code with a JSP Servlet which c alls different tasks and inferences represented a s Java objects and Java beans. This is backed up by a relational database management system that stores the domain knowledge in the MySQL format. The requirements specification stage of the process has been implemented as a prototype environment. It includes the specification of the business constraints for the project, gathering of product data, data on the parts that make up the product and their connectivity. An example is used to demonstrate the implementation. 
CASESTUDY
The requirements specification of a seat recliner mechanism for a car has been performed to demonstrate the use of the system. User requirements for the product assembly have been captured and parsed to form system requirements. Each part has been described in detail as per the criteria shown in Figure 6 and part liaison characteristics have been declared. These have then been parsed through the system to arrive at a set of task specifications based on inference rules defmed within the environment. The result is a set of task descriptions as illustrated in Figure 7 .
Each assembly task contains a similar description that can later be used by system integrators to design reconfigurable precision assembly modules that satisfy both the task requirements and the non-functional requirements. These modules would then be integrated to form a Reconfigurable Precision Assembly System. 
Knowledge-based requirements engineering

CONCLUSIONS
The paper has presented a framework for the knowledge-based requirements specification of a Reconfigurable Precision Assembly System. This approach centres on users supplying knowledge about the product to be assembled and its constituent parts and how they are related together with some business requirements. These are then parsed through the system using knowledge supplied by system integrators to develop task specifications that satisfy the user requirements.
The method has been implemented through a web-based environment and demonstrated using an example of a seat recliner mechanism in a car. Further work needs to be carried out to expand the knowledge base and to add more functionality to the software and make it holistic.
